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Abstract

Single crystals of calcium fluoride, silicon, and magnesium oxide

were subjected to quasistatic bead indentations from very low to mod-

erately high load levels as reference for the dynamic loading conditions.

1 mm diameter beads were used in all of the tests reported here. Sapphire

beads were propelled at velocities up to 100 ms~~
’ using a modified air

gun arrangement which allows accurate placement of the particle on the

surface, measurement of the impact velocity, and eliminates any ro-

tational motions which would normally be imparted to the particle. Nylon

beads were propelled at velocities up to 1000 ms 1 using an exploding

wire impact facility. Single water drop impacts can now be obtained on

these crystals at velocities up to 500 ms~~
’, and multiple water drop

experiments are carried out in a rotating arm erosion facility at

velocities up to 260 ms~~.

The general features of water drop and solid particle impacts are

described in terms of relatively simple analytical models. These com-

putations provide perspective on the approximate intensity of each test

condition in relation to the nature of the observed failure modes. The

least restrictive but still meaningful equivalence criteria are esta-

blished for the two loading conditions. Impact conditions representative

of the experimental investigations of particle collisions are used as

specific examples: the particles are glass, sapphire and nylon beads

and 1.8 and 2.0 mm water drops. In general it is found that it is not

possible to satisfy all of the necessary equivalence criteria.

Preliminary observations of the damage produced by water drop im—

pacts on CaF2, Si, and MgO are described for impact velocities below

the coherent fracture threshold, but the effects of solid particle

collisions on these crystals are considered in greater depth . Sig-

nificantly different damage modes and sequences are observed for CaF
2

I
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and MgO subjected to quasistatic sapphire bead indentations, sapphire
• bead impacts, and nylon bead impacts. The nature of the response to

each of these loading conditions also differed between the two materials.

Crystallographic fracture initiation was common to all of the particle

loading conditions for Si. Some preliminary results on solid particle

impacts on sapphire are also reported.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this program are to generate data which define

the rain erosion behavior of selected infrared window materials and
establish phenomenological and experimental analyses which describe the

mechanisms and modes of degradation of material properties. The inf or—

mation obtained will be used to identify suitable hardening techniques

for future window requirements.

The evolution of the rain erosion process from the initial impact

up through the nucleation of erosion pits is the major concern of this

investigation. Beyond this stage, the incubation period, the erosion

process can be described in terms of the nucleation and growth of ero-

sion pits. This is a general material removal process for water drops

on the order of 1 nun in diameter impacting at subsonic to low supersonic

velocities which has been described previously.W The sequence of

events which takes place when a single spherical liquid drop strikes a

plane surface has also been reviewed. 
(2)

The effects of the water drop collisions are quite localized on

the specimen’s surface. Although the intensity at subsonic and super-

sonic impact velocities is frequently insufficient to produce a def in—

able pattern of damage, water drop impacts exploit weaknesses in the

surface to produce an often irregular and ill—defined level of damage

for a single impact. The most damaging condition is the propagation of

cracks over macroscopic distances. Crack nucleation may result directly

from a single or several water drop collisions onto sites of surface

flaws. Alternatively, foreign particulate matter or minute second pha—

ses which are less erosion resistant than the bulk specimen material

may be damaged and ejected by water drop impacts.

1
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Once a crack is nucleated by liquid drop impingement it can be

propagated during subsequent loading cycles. Continued crack growth

depends upon both the location of subsequent drop collisions and the

crack opening geometry. Three primary mechanisms can be enumerated

which contribute to crack propagation. If the crack lies within the

contact area of an impacting drop, the crack can be extended by the

direct imposition of pressure with accompanying penetration of the

liquid into the crack (hydraulic penetration mechanism). This is the

most general means for crack extension which is effective in extending

submicron size flaws up through cracks with lateral dimensions on the

order of a millimeter or more. When cracks are formed, the edges of

the crack are often displaced at the surface of the specimen. Typically ,
one edge of the crack is elevated several thousand angstroms above the

surface of the specimen.’3~ This is a characteristic of the interined—

iate size cracks formed in most brittle and semi—brittle materials by

liquid drop impacts. The second mechanism for crack growth occurs when

a drop impacts the specimen’s surface at a location where the lateral
outflow jet (formed as the drop collapses onto the surface) impacts against

the elevated edge of the crack thereby separating the two faces of the crack.

The third mechanism for crack propagation is the interaction of stress waves

propagating away from the impact site with pre—existing flaws and cracks.

Stress wave propagation contributes to the nucleation of cracks from such

defects and other sources of stress concentration as well as contributing

to crack extension. The role of stress wave propagation is quite important

in the earliest stages of the erosion process. However, its significance

decreases rapidly as extensive crack networks or erosion pits develop

when other mechanisms dominate the surface degradation process.

The phenomena associated with water drop collisions on crystalline

materials are being investigated on a microscopic level to determine the

controlling material properties. Consideration of the mechanics of

liquid drop collisions has led to an investigation of solid particle ,

2
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impacts. Impact conditions associated with solid particle iinpiicts and

their relation to water drop impacts have been Investigated in conjunc—

tion with the failure modes observed for solid bead impacts on crystal-

line materials. This report is devoted primarily to a description of

these failure modes for subsequent comparison with water drop impact

damage and simple computations which define potential bases for com-

parison between the two forms of loading conditions.
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2.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The materials selected for investigation include single crystals
of sapphire, magnesium oxide, silicon, germanium, strontium fluoride,
lithium fluoride, and single and polycrystalline calcium fluoride.

Experiments under controlled conditions for single water drop im-

pacts are underway to establish the significance of the primary damage

modes. These experiments ar~ being conducted in the ETI liquid drop

impact facility. A schematic of the general configuration of this

facility is shown in Figure 1. An extensive developmental effort has

been required to establish suitable stopping and retrieval conditions

for brittle crystalline specimens fired down the range which would ~ot

introduce any damage other than that due to the impact with a single

water drop. A closed system with rail guides for the specimen mounted

on a sabot was selected to meet the imposed recovery requirements. Con-

siderable effort was also required to eliminate a variety of prok~.ems

which were not anticipated associated with maintainence of the integrity

of the water drop before impacting the specimen. The experience acquired

in other ballistic range facilities was investigated, however no similar

experimental arrangement was found which employed a completely guided

sabot configuration, a relatively short recovery tube, and water drops

in a closed system. In view of the above delays have been encountered

in gathering data on water drop collisions. Examples of~~~~~water~~~~p

impacts obtained in the liquid drop impact fac-ilit3r are provided in

Section 2.1. The results presented in this report are based on other

forms of particle impact damage which augment the investigation of water

drop impacts.

An air gun arrangement was designed and is operational for conduct-

ing dynamic solid bead impacts for bead diameters from 400 pm to 2 mm

over a velocity range which is capable of producing damage in all of the

materials of interest. An exploding wire facility was used to propel

nylon beads at impact velocities up to 1000 ms 1. Preliminary surveys

5 
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of the damage produced in the materials ot interest when exposed to

these various test conditions are described in Section 3. Section 2.2

is devoted to an analysis of the particle impact conditions relevant to

this study and comparisons are made with the conditions representative

of water drop impacts.

2.1 LIQUID DROP IMPACT FACILITY

A schematic of the ETI liquid drop impact facility is shown in

Figure 1. The specimen is mounted at the front of a sabot which is

propelled down the range by a small charge of gunpowder. Water drops

are formed at the tip of a syringe mounted above the test section and

fall in the path of the sabot which is completely confined along its

trajectory. A slotted rail system is used to guide the specimen through

the test section and into the recovery tube. As .a—~4.ng~e--drop fälli

-— from—the t±p of the~~~~i~ge it interrupts a laser beam focused onto a

photo detector. This action initiates the firing sequence. The system

is calibrated so the sabot reaches the drop when it has fallen to a

point within the limits of the exposed surface of the specimen. After

impacting the water drop the sabot and specimen pass through a second

laser beam: one of three methods for obtaining velocity measurements.

The impact velocity is also measured by means of velocity pins inserted

in the path of the sabot a known distance apart and by measurements

taken from the high—speed photographic record for the specimen impact-

ing the water drop. The sabot then enters the recovery tube. A

graded distribution of material in the recovery tube controls the decel-

eration of the sabot and protects the face of the specimen from extra-

neous damage.

The typical specimen is a disc: 22 mm in diameter and 6 nun thick.

These dimensions are generally adequate to avoid edge effects, however
non—circular specimens with lateral dimensions less than 22 nun and a

wide range of thicknesses can be accommodated~ The tests are conducted

7
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in a vacuum of less than 1 ma of Hg tø avoid distortions of the drop

prior to impact. Currently the drop is a composition of 80% distilled

water and 20% ethylene glycol. The water drop dimensions can be con-

trolled to some extent by the size of the syringe over a range of 1.5

to 2.5 mm. The drop is photographed prior to impact so the diameter of

the drop for a particular test is known. A photograph of the drop f all—

ing through the rail system in the test chamber is shown in the insert

in Figure 1. High—speed photographs can be taken of the impact event

in the same way. A Beckman and Whitley framing camera capable of record-

ing at a maximum rate of four million frames per second is used for this

purpose.

The gun is capable of accelerating the sabot to a maximum speed

of 1800 ms~~ . At the present time the recovery system is designed

to decelerate single crystals of germanium, silicon, calcium fluoride,

and magnesium oxide at impact velocities up to 500 ms~~ without cracking

the specimens or producing additional damage which obscures that due to

the drop impact. This velocity range is sufficient to damage the mater-

ials of interest to a level in excess of that required in our invest iga—

tions of water drop impacts on crystalline solids.

The nature of the water drop impact damage on polymethylmethacry-.

late (PMMA) and soda lime glass specimens is shown in Figures 2 to 5.

Uniform drop diameters are obtained when the conditions in the water

drop impact facility are held constant. The damage due to a 2 nun water

drop is currently being investigated. For the velocity range required

in the experimental program, 300 to 500 ms~~, PNMA provides an excel-

lent imprint of the water drop impact in order to check the symmetry of

the drop collision and to check the uniformity of the damage over the

impact site . Prof ilometer traces of the impressions on PMMA specimens ,
for example as shown in Figure 2, are comparable to those reported by
Fyall.~

4
~ The PMMA specimens are also used to determine the extent of

8 
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the damage, if any, which may be imparted to the specimen’s surface dur-
ing recovery. This characterization procedure is essential, since the

symmetry and quality of the water drop collision is not at all evident

on single crystals for impact velocities below and at the fracture

threshold.

Soda lime glass was used in the developmental stages of the liquid

drop impact facility to establish the appropriate recovery conditions

for the brittle ceramic specimens to be used in the experimental pro-

gram, although several of the crystalline materials were more suscep—

table to damage than soda lime glass. The mechanics of the recovery

process have now been developed to the point that soda lime glass speci-

mens can be fired down the range, impacted by a water drop, and reco-

vered without extraneous damage at velocities in excess of 500 ms ’.

Typical water drop impacts are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for an impact

velocity near the fracture threshold and for a higher velocity impact

with extensive damage to the specimen. The upper limit for the impact

velocity for the weaker crystals, such as germanium, is governed by

• the extent of the damage produced by the water drop impact and its

interaction with the decelerating forces which can produce large cracks

in the specimen. The stronger crystals do not present this problem

until the extent of the damage is well beyond that which is of interest

in the current program .

Water drop impacts on a number of crystalline specimens have now

been obtained and are being analyzed. The analysis of the damage modes

will be described in a future report.

2.2 ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE IMPACT CONDI TIONS

Spherical water drop impacts under controlled conditions are gen—

• erally quite difficult to obtain in the laboratory. As a consequence

there is incentive to devise alternative means to simulate the general

13 
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features of a water drop impact. It is an interesting and challenging

undertaking to try to establish meaningful correlations between a water

drop impact and other forms of localized loadings on a deformable plane

surface. However in exploring these possibilities it cannot be over-

emphasized that the approach followed in this work is that controlled

experiments with liquid drops and microscopic examination of the resul—

ting failure modes are the only accurate assessment of rain erosion dam-

age; it is to this reference data that the results from alternative

tests environments must be compared. Idealized analyses for

the range of test conditions used in this work will be employed to gain

some persepctive on the relative intensity of the various test condi—

tions. This information is useful in comparing the failure modes des-

cribed in Section 3.

In considering particle impacts ranging from water drops to sap-

phire beads, a comparison of the loading conditions depends on three

factors: the temporal devnlopment of the contact zone between the par-

ticle and the target’s surface, the magnitude of the pressure which

develops at the contact interface , and the spatial and temporal develop-

ment of the pressure distribution.

2.2.1 Contact Area Between Impacting Bodies

Particle/target interactions can be considered from several points

of view. For example, the extremes of material response can be consi-

dered as shown in Figure 6a. For the idealized conditions shown the

expansion of the circular contact zone (denoted by the radius a) c-an

be described by the relation.

2 1/2
a(t) = 

[
2Rv t — (v t) 

J 
(1)

14 
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where t is the time after initial contact

R is the radius of the impacting sphere

V is the impact velocity.

The Hertzian theory of impact describes the collision of a deform—

able sphere with a deformable target as shown in Figure 6b. For elas—
(5)

tic materials,

a ( t )  = a
1
sinU2 (1~~~~

) 
( 2 )

where a = K112RV 2/5 is the maximum contact radius
1 0

T = 2 .943K 2”
~ RV 1~’5 is the duration the bodies are in contact

K = l.25~p1 ( 

0
1 
2 + ~ 2\ represents the elastic properties

p 1C1 ~~ 
) 

of the impacting bodies.

p 1, 
~2 are the densities of the sphere and the target , respectively, - 

1

C1,C2 are the elastic wave velocities for the sphere and the target,
respectively,

where E is Young’s modulus

v is Poisson ’s ratio.

The expression in Eq. (1) is a purely geometric relationship, while

the expression in Eq. (2) involves the elastic properties of the impac-

ting bodies.

Eq. (1) has been used to characterize liquid drop impacts when it
(2 ,6)

is approximated by

a(t) (2Rv t) 
1/2 

. (4)
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The difference between Eq. (1) and (4) is only significant when

(a/1~) > O.5.
(2) 

For a water drop impact the pressure loading phase

prior to lateral outflow is generally completed before the contact rad—

ius reaches 0.5R, 80 the approximation in Eq. (4) is quite acceptable.

The expression in Eq. (4) has also been shown to be representative of

the time—dependence of the contact zone based on comparisons with more

accurate material response mo~eis.
1
~
2)

The corresponding condition to that represented by Eq. (1) and

(4) for the Hertzian impact would be a deformable elastic sphere impact—

ing a rigid half—space. For this impact condition
2/5 4/5 -

= (5
)1/5 ~(V o) ~~l/2  

F i T  
(~~~ ) 

(
~)1

The relative velocity between the two colliding bodies is zero when

1/5 v 2/5

a(t) = a
l 

= (f) ‘~
-
~
) (6)

at time t = T/2 . Then the sphere rebounds from the surface after ano-
ther time increment equal to T/2. The elastic properties and density

of the material are represented in C
1 according to Eq. (3). It is

seen that the maximum contact radius is determined by the magnitude of

C1. For a rigid sphere C1 
-~ ~ and a1 

-
~~ 0.

It is easy t o show that according to Eq. (4) and (5) the times

required for the elastic sphere to reach a contact radius a1 
will

always be 5.1 times that required for the idealized model in Figure 6a

to achieve the same contact radius. Representative values of the max-

imum contact radii, a1, and contact times, T, are listed in Table 1

for the materials used in the solid particle impact experiments. If

the target material is deformable , a1 and T are always larger than the

values in Table 1. ‘ 
-
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Table 1. 1 mm Diameter Beads Impacting a Ri gid Half—Space

BEAD WAVE IMPACT MAX IMUM CONTAC T
MATERIAL VELOCITY VELOCITY CONTACT TINE

RADIUS

C1 (mm/us) V (mm/u s)  a1(mm) T(ps)

NYLON 1.8 0.222  0.284 2.16

1.8 0.342 0.338 1.98
1.8 1.000 0.520* 1.59

SODA LIME GLASS 5.40 0.222 0.184 0.900

5.40 0.342 0.218 0.821

5.40 1.000 ~
- 0.335 0.660

S A P P H I R E  1 0 . 0  0 .2 2 2  0. 1 4 3  0 . 5 4 8

10.0 0.342 0.167 0.515

10.0 1.000 0.262 0.405

*
Computed contact diameter exceeds the diamete r of the sphere.
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2.2.2 Magnitude and Form of the Interfacial Pressure

The form of the pressure distribution associated with a solid bead

impact can be taken to be the Hertzian paraboidal pressure distribution,

however the exact form of the spatial and temporal pressure distribu-

tion at the interface between an impacting drop and the target is still

not know with any degree of exactness. The following discussion sum—

inarizea briefly some of the recent results on this topic. Figure 7

illustrates both computational and experimental evaluations of the

interfacial pressure. The pressure, p, is normalized with respect to

the water hammer pressure: p~, 
= pCV

0 
where C is the compressional wave

speed of water. It should be noted that the experimental results were

based on either disc—shaped drops~
7’8~ or a water jet~

9
~ , so there are

no direct measurements currently available for a spherical water drop

impact. The two computer solutions employed different computational
(10—12)

schemes.

On the other hand , KinslowU3) finds that the maximum interfacial

pressures generated using water jets have a maximum value along the axis

of symmetry of the impact in accordance with Huang’s computations.~
1
~
)

The early experimental results of Rochester and Brunton~~~ also con-

formed to Huang’s results which were subsequently revised by Hwang as

shown in Figure 7. peterson
(14) 

used the general form of the temporal

development of Huang’s pressure distribution to analyze water drop
impacts in terms of a static Hertzian pressure distribution which cor-

responds to a spherical indenter impressing an elastic half—space. An

interfacial pressure distribution with a maximum at the periphery of
(15,16)

the contact zone was originally advanced by Heytnann .

The maximum pressures at the interface between the two impacting

bodies can be calculated from a modified form of the water hammer equa-

tion for a deformable target material,

19
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Figure 7. Maximum Interfacia l Pressure Distributi ons
Based on Available Data .
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p C V

p

or from the Hertzian theory of impact,

c 8/5 2/5
5 p11 V0

4/ 5 / p C 2\4/5 (8)
3 

(~ ir) (i  + 
1 1

2\ p
2C2

When C.. — ~~~, the impact represents a rigid target; Eq. (7) reduces to

the usual form of the water hammer equation .

Eq. (7) is a limiting case of the one—dimensional Hugoniot rela-
tions which are based on the application of a uniform pressure distribu-

tion to the target. The interfacial pressure is calcualted as a func-

tion of the impact velocity according to the one—dimensional Hugoniot

relations and according to the Hertzian theory of impact for a fused

silica target material as summarized in Figure 8. Significant differ—

ences are seen in the magnitude of the impact pressures for the two

conditions. This fact is not always recognized. For low velocity

impacts the Hertzian pressure should provide reasonable results for

sapphire, tungsten carbide, and glass beads. The one—dimensional shock
wave analysis would only be expected to be applicable at extremely high

impact velocities. The Hugoniot for water and nylon are seen to be sim-

ilar and on the basis of this comparison nylon beads are sometimes used

to simulate water drop impacts at moderate to high impact velocities.

This simulation deserves fur ther  investigation with a careful assess—

ment of several additional factors related to the mechanics of soft

particle impacts. The comparisons in Figure 8 demonstrate that the

Intensity of a solid particle impact is considerably greater at low

velocities than for a water drop collision.
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Figure 8. Comparison of Computed Interfacial Pressure Generated
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2.2 .3  Stresses in a Half—Space Due to Particle Impacts

The next consideration is the way in which a material body responds

to the applied loading. The transient stress states produced in homo-

geneous, isotropic, elastic materials when impacted by a water drop can

be estimated on the basis of the idealized model of the impact event

shown in Figure 6a and described by Eq. (4). The pressure is taken to

be uniform over the expanding contact zone. The general character and

magnitude of the st resses generated fo r polymethylmethacrylate , soda

lime glass, and zinc selenide have been described .~
2
~ The temporal

development of the raidal stress component for soda lime glass is shown

in Figure 9. The duration and magnitude of the tensile stresses at and

in the vicinity of the surface contributc to the propagation of cracks.

An explicit representation for these stresses as a function of t ime and

the spatial coordinates coupled with the critical stress intensity fac—

tor and surface flaw distribution for the material can provide informa —

tion on its susceptibility to initial damage . The stress computations

also provide some insights into the local stress states which may inter-

act with the material’s microstructure to initiate damage .

As already suggested solid spherical bead impacts can be analyzed

on the basis of the Hertzian theory of impact. The form of the Hertzfan

pressure distribution for two values of the contact zone radius , a, 1-s

shown in Figure 10. The total load is taken to be equal to unity. The

corresponding uniform pressure dist r ibution is also shown in Figure 10.

The radial stress distributions associated with the surface pres-

sures shown in Figure 10 are given for selected values of the contact

zone radius and depth into a soda lime glass specimen in Figures 11 to 14.

The stresses in an elastic half—space for the Hertzian and uniform pres-

sure distributions are obtained from Love’s solution to these prob—

These solutions have been programmed for digital computer

23 
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calculation of the four non—vanishing stress components throughout the

half—space. The principal normal and shear stresses can be computed

along with the principal stress trajectories. These stress fields and

the corresponding results for the water drop impacts will be used to

assist in establishing a basis for comparison between water drop and

rounded solid particle impacts.

It is immediately observed from Figures 11 to 14 that at the sur—

f ace (Z = 0) the radial stresses are essentially identical outside the

contact zone. It is on this basis that the calculation using the dynam-

ic uniform pressure distribution provides useful information on the ten-

sile stresses outside the contact zone for bead impacts. Variations

develop in the stress distributions with increasing depth in the vici-

nity of the boundary of the contact zone, but the two static stress dis-

tributions tend to converge with increasing radial distance in accord—

ance with Boussineq ’s Principle from the theory of elasticity. The

radial stresses at a depth of 4 urn in Figures 13 and 14 can be compared

with those given in Figure 9 for the dynamic case. A direct comparison

can be made for a uniform load. When a = 0.155 mon in Figure 13 (t =0.06
j~s in Figure 9) ,  the static radial stress distribution shows minimal
resemblance to the dynamic values for equal contact radii. It is seen

that the dynamic compressive stresses in the vicinity of the impac t site

are tending toward the static values. After the shear wave has propa-

gated a distance three times the contact radius when a = 0.380 mm

(t 0.36 us in Figure 9) the static and dynamic stress states have con—

verged to a near superposition at radial distances slightly beyond the

contact periphery. At larger radial distances the dynamic stresses are

still a factor of two greater than the static values. Based on the

results from the static and dynamic analysis of a uniform pressure dis-

tribution, it is seen that the near—surface radial stress distributions

only converge for relatively long dynamic loading durations. If a tran—

sient stress analysis was available for the Hertzian pressure distribu-

tion, similar observations could be made with regard to the stress dis—

• tributions for this loading condition .
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Calculations of transient stresses due to a liquid drop impact

analogous to those described f or soda lime glass were undertaken for
the (001) orientation of the single crystals listed in Table 2. The

application of the idealized solution based on the assumption of an

isotropic medium is certainly questionable. While the computations can-

not completely accomodate the anisotropic properties of the crystals,

they should provide at least reasonable approximations to the stress

states prevailing along the < 100> directions. The temporal development

of the radial stress component 10 pm below the surface of the crystal-

line targets for a 1.8 mm water drop impacting at 342 ms ’ (Mach 1) is
shown in Figures 15 to 18. The effect of the variation in the wave vel-

ocities and elastic properties of the crystals is clearly evident in

the extent and form of the stresses generated. The computations are

based on a uniform pressure distribution of unit magnitude. The lower

wave speed for Ge is seen to produce a higher relative amplitude radial

tensile stress acting over a much shorter radial distance than in the

case of Si.

The effect of reasonable water drop impact velocities for a single

moderately large value of the contact radius is shown in Figures 19 to

22. As the impact velocity increases the contact time prior to lateral
outflow is decreased, so the stresses cannot propagate as far from the

impact site for equal values of the contact radius. The general form

of the normalized curves for Si and MgO at 222 and 342 ms’4 are nearly
identical so only one of these curves is plotted in Figures 21 and 22.

The wave velocities are comparable for these two crystals and being
high the near—field effects are not that significant for the two values

of the velocities selected when a — 0.380 mm : a relatively large value.

The equivalent static stress distribution is also plotted in Figures

19 to 22 for comparison. Only Poisson’s ratio, v, is required in the

static computation (for a uniform pressure of unit magnitude distribu—
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ted over a circular area with radius a = 0.380 mm) . Poisson ’s ratio
4 for use in the static analysis was calculated from the expressions for

the elastic wave velocities

2 E(1—v)pC~ (l-+-v ) (1—2v) = (9)

2 EPC 2(l+-v) = C44 (10)

where E is Young’s modulus. The expressions after the first equal

sign represent the dilatational and shear waves for an isotropic medium,
respectively. The second relation in Eq.(9) and (10) is for wave propa-
gation along the < 100> axis in a cubic crystal. (18) 

Solving for v in

terms of C11 and C44,

C11
-2C

44= 2(C 11—C 44 ) (11) 
•

Poisson’s ratio for the static stress analysis is then obtained from

Eq.(l1) in conjunction with the values of the elastic constants in Table
2. The static radial stress distributions are seen to approximate the
dynamic values for Si and MgO (Figures 21 and 22). The static values

are quite close to the dynamic values for Ge for an impact velocity of

222 ms 1
; but the near—field effects are still significant at 342 ~~

and the static radial tensile stresses do not show a good correspondence.

In the case of CaF2 the static tensile stresses (Figure 19) do not
approximate the dynamic values at all. No reason could be found for

the sizeable difference in this case.

2.2.4 Comparison of Solid Bead and Water Drop Impact Loading Conditions

The previous subsections have investigated a number of models des— 
I 

-

cribfng various aspects of the mechanics of particle impacts. Obviously,

there are other approaches which could be used, however the main fea—
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tures of the collision appear to be represented by the comparatively
simple analyses presented . [n general , the comparison of the results
from the idealizations of the collision process with more sophisticated

computer models has been most favorable. Many of the computations pre-

sented have been used , possibly in a more restricted form, in the lit-
erature on particulate impacts and erosion.

The results in the previous subsections are provided to indicate

the nature of the impact regimes for water drops, nylon beads, and sap-

phire beads which are used in the experiments described in Section 3.0.

The analytical approximations for water drops and sapphire beads are

reasonably representative of the impact event. The material response
of nylon is not adequa tely descr ibed by an elastic sphere or a perfectly

compressible body, so nylon bead impacts cannot be completely character-

ized by the models introduced here. According to the Hertzian calcula-

tion of the contact area in Table 1, the diameter of the contact zone

exceeds the diameter of the nylon sphere when the impact velocity is

somewhat less than 1000 ms~~- .. Actually the analysis is invalid at much

lower velocities according to the basic geometric approximations made

in the derivation oi the Hertzfan equations. The computed values in

Table 1 for soda lime glass and sapphire appear reasonable , although

the soda lime glass beads would fragment and possibly be pulverized at

velocities less than 1000 ms ’. These restrictions in the physical as

opposed to the idealized impact process should be realized in order to

avoid drawing incorrect conclusions from the straightforward application

of the computations which can now be carried out.

Rudimentary equivalence criteria ca-i be established between water

drop and solid particle collisions based on the analytical expressions

described in terms of the applied loading function. The problem is

posed as follows. A solid particle collision with a plane surface will

be considered equivalent to a water drop impact if the mean pressures
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developed over the contact zone and the maximum contact radii are equal.

For the moment the form of the pressure distribution and the time

required to reach the maximum contact radius in each case are ignored.

Using Eq .( 7) and (8) ,

P = Pw H

p C V
w w w  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
p p  p 2

p C 
— ““‘‘° / 2 \4/5w w  i p C1+ p C  I i +  P P 2t t  

~\ 
P pC t

where the subscripts w, p, and t refer to the water drop, solid particle,

and target respectively. Eq.(12) is solved for V , the velocity of the
solid particle. The left—hand—side of Eq.(12) should actually be the

Hugoniot for water , since C
w 
is not constant but is a nonlinear function

of the particle velocity. The Hugoniot relation for obtaining P was

used in the computations carried out here. This is an important factor

for water drop impacts at velocities above 200 rn/s.

The second equivalence condition is stated explicitly by equating

the contact radius for the water drop prior to lateral outflow to the

Hertzian expression in Eq.(2) for the maximum contact radius for solid

particle impacts,

1/5

aw = 1.315 (i~ + 

~~ 

R (13)

Since aw is specified, 
R , the radius of the equivalent solid particle,

is determined from Eq.(l3). The contact radius aw is related to the

water drop diameter, but the drop diameter does not have to be pre-

scribed until specific test conditions are examined.
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The stated equivalence criteria then provide the size of the solid

- - 
- sphere and its impact velocity. Values of R and V~ are computed from

the general format outlined in Eq.(12) and (13) and are summarized in

Table 3 for the range of par ticle impact condi t ions relevant to the

experimental results prese~-ited in Section 3.0. The general form of the

data in Table 3 can be anticipated from the curves in Figure 8. It is

immediately evident that the equivalent glass and sapphire bead impacts
occur at very low impact velocities. Based on this analysis the inten—

sities of the glass and sapphire bead impacts at 25 ins ~are much greater

than that of a water drop impact at velocities up to l000ms . Nylon

impact velocities are more in accord with the velocity range for water ,
however as already stated the applicability of the Hertzian and the

Hugoniot relations is questionable. Illustrative examples based on

Table 3 will be given in order to obtain some idea of how well the im-

position of these relatively general conditions can be satisfied .

Let a water drop with diameter 2R = 1.8 mm impact a glass target
over the velocity range listed in Table 3, then a probably lies within

the limits of 0.155 to 0.380 mm used in Section 2.2.3. When a = 0.155w
mm, a 9 mm diameter sapphire bead would have to be used for V = 222 ms
and a 1.33 mm sapphire bead for v = 1000 ~~~~~ When a = 0.380 mm, the
solid bead diameters are increased in direct proportion to the radius

of the contact zone. Other impact conditions are summarized in Table 4.

Now that the equivalent conditions for the contact radius and the

impact velocities have been evaluated, the time required for a water

drop and a solid sphere to reach the same value o f the contact radius

can be evaluated from Eq.(4) and (2) respectively. The computed values

for the contact times listed in Table 4 for a water drop impact and an

equivalent solid bead impact indicate differences of more than an order

of magnitude: generally closer to two orders of magnitude. The contact

zone for a water drop is seen to expand much more rapidly than for the

solid particle. This is a significant difference between the two modes

of loading.
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Tab le 3. Equivalent Conditions Between Water Drop
and Solid Particle Impacts on a Glass Plate

WATER DROP PRESSURE
IMPACT VELOCITY P PARTICLE V R /a

(m/s) (MPa) MATERIAL (mis)  ~‘ 
V

222 360 Nylon 160 . (Hugoniot) 7.96
26.2 (Hertz) 16.4

Glass 0.15 18.0
Sapphire .046 29.0

342 620 Nylon 265. (Hugoniot) 6.51
103. (Hertz) 9.47

Glass 0.59 10.38
Sapphire .18 16.75

1000 2430 Nylon 855. (Hugoniot) 4.06
3090 . (Hertz) 2.43

Glass 17.7 2.66
Sapphire 5.4 4.29
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION

The general rain erosion behavior of (001) CaF
2
, (001) Si, and

(001) MgO has been studied for short exposures to multiple 1.8 mm water

drop impacts at 222 and 260 ms~~~. Most of the specimens used in this

investigation are polished to acceptable optical tolerances , however

res Ldual gr inding flaws are of major importance for damage initiation in

a rain environment In the stated velocity range. At subsonic impact

velocities these sites influence the eros ion proce ss in the crystals
examined which have a higher tolerance for crystallographic fractures .

The micros tructural f a i l ur e modes and frac tures in a ra in
environment are being investigated and compared to the damage produced

by impressing a Vickers hardness indenter , a 1 mm spher ical inden ter ,
and impac t by 1 mm nylon and sapp hire beads near the f r acture threshold
ve1oc~ ties. In previous work the spherical indenter proved very ef—

fective in ranking the erosion resistance of a series of oxide—based

glasses whereas other fracture data and material parameters showed little

correspondence~~~ The relevance of the quasistatic indentation

evaluations and associated failure mechanisms have therefore been ex—

plored for the crystalline materials in this program. The nylon bead
impacts are included since deformahie solid par ticle impac ts have been
used as a simula t ion techn ique for water drop impacts at higher impact

velocities. 
(20) The mer it of th is approach is being investiga ted for

relevant impact conditions. The analyses in Section 2.2.4 indicate

some of the cr iter ia which must be sa ti s f ied  if a corr espondence is to

be established bet’~een liquid drop and solid bead impacts. The impact con-

ditions used in the experimental program were based in par t on the
available facil it ies and do not represen t an approxima tion to the level
of correspondence which may be possible.

The results presented are of an exploratory nature. Future work

in this area will focus on the critical issues uncovered during this

51 
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initial survey of the failure modes in the crystals of interest.

3.1 CALCIUM FLUORIDE

Specimens of single crystal calcium fluoride have been subjected

to multiple water drop Impacts , nylon and sapphire 1~ad impacts and

quasistatic indentat ion. Calcium fluoride disp layed markedly d i f f e r en t

response under all test conditions behaving in a ductile manner for quasi—

static bead indentations and dynamic sapphire bead impacts but brittle

frac ture and surface flaws are responsible for damage in itiat ion in a
rain environment .

3.1.1 Multiple Water Drop Impacts

A spec imen of (001) oricnted CaF
2 
wa~i exposed to the multi ple water

drop environment in the AFML rain erosIon facility at 222 ms 1
. Although

relatively poor resistance was anticipated in view of the low micro—

hardness values, exposures to water drop impacts of 15/cm
2 and 1000/cm2

produced little degradation. Optical microscopy of the briefly exposed

surface before and after etching did not reveal any damage which could

be attributed to the rainfield. Slight degradation could he identified

for the longer exposure before etching. The most readily observed feature

was a granular deposit. This could be physi call y removed by exer t ing a

large shear force during wiping but resisted dissolution by soaking in

pure solvents or soap solutions (testing for residual cellulose acetate

tape or mineral deposits). It could be readily dissolved in acid with-

out influencing the underlying substrate and is believed to be an oxide

or carbonate deposit formed during exposure.

Three forms of damage were observed sparsely distributed over the

exposed surface: small cavities associated with lateral spall, small

lateral f racture  systems before dislodgement of material , and small crack
arrays. These forms of damage are similar to those previously observed

I
— 
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on germanium exposed to greater than 70 impacts/cm2 except that the crack

array dimensions are much larger on germanium . (21) All erosion damage was

conf ined to microscopic dimensions and far more impacts would be required
to develop significant damage networks. Two views of the eroded surface

are shown in Figures 23 and 24.

Application of a dislocation ~tchant to the eroded surface revealed

most of it contained too low a dislocation density to produce etch pits.

4 l ’ c i
~~~~~~t aU  repor ted d islocation etchan ts prod uce etch pi ts on

polished (100) surfaces, the procedures used here produce well—defined

rosettes of etch pits about microhardness indentations for this crystal

orientation . A low density of pits was found to be associated with the

arrays of surface cracks as shown in Figure 25. Since clusters of these

pits were found only adjacent to the surface fractures , it is assumed

they arose from slip associated with fracture . In view of the large

number of impac ts the spec imen rec eived , 1.8 mm water collisions at

222 ms~~ do no t appear to genera te a suf f i c ien t ly large stress intensity-
duration prof i le  for sl ip in undefo rmed CaF

2
. The effectiveness of the

wa ter drop impac ts in pr opaga t ing slip bands could no t be ascer tained from

this test set L~ s. However slip has been observed at f rac ture si tes in
quasistatic flexure tests. 

(22 )

Compac t f r acture array s of simi lar shape have been observed also on
eroded surfaces of a variety of brittle materials including a variety

of glasses (19) , germanium (21)
, and silicon (as reported in Section 3.2).

Since these arrays do no t rela te in an obvious way to the impac t geometry ,

it is assumed that the arrays result instead from the gradual enlargement

o f residual gr inding damage Introduced during surface preparation . Optical

surfaces impose rigorous flatness requirements which limit the final

pol ishing steps and this limitation together with economic considerations

suggest small fissures (probably covered over with polishing debris) exist

in the as—polished surfaces. Such damage is well—documented for silicon

and imp li city assumed in a number of discussions of glass sur faces.
Such fissures could undergo subcritical growth during repeated drop
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Figure 23. (001) CaF
2 

after exposure to a rainfield of 1.8 mm

water drops for 1000 impacts/cm
2 

at 222 m/s
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Figure 24. Scanning electron micrograph of (001) CaF2 showing erosive
attack at site of grinding damage after dislocation etching.
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Figure 25. Scanning electron micrograph of (001) CaF2 showing 
etch pit

de tail at site in Fi gure 24.
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impact well below the conditions required for fracture during a single

impact.

Examination of cross—sectioned specimens indicated that penetration

of erosion damage into the specimen interior could not be detected con-

sistent with the low level of surface damage. Vickers microhardness

measurements using a 200g load indicated a microhardness of 177±3 kg/mm

which is sufficiently similar to the as—polished microhardness of

171+3 kg/mm to fu r ther suggest that the specimen’s surface did not under—
go degradation (beyond sparse formation of fissures). Although some

fissures occur red along scratches and crystallographic orientations ,
the majority were randomly oriented . Water drop impact conditions above

the subthreshold level for damage described here will be investigated .

3.1.2 Nylon Bead Impacts

Several (001) oriented specimens of calcium fluoride were impacted

with 1 mm nylon beads in the velocity range of 675 to 885 ms
1
. Under

these conditions the impacts produced square fracture patterns analogous

to Her tzian ring f rac tures for  glass with the fractures aligned along the
traces of the {lll} cleavage planes. These fractures tended to be short

and discon t inuous, f req uently lying along tangentially al igned scratches.

The interior of the region bounded by these square fractures appeared to

be undamaged. The fractures beyond the square fracture arrays nearest the

impact site were larger, were more closely al igned along the {lll) orien-
tations , and penet rated deeper . A large crystallographic truncated

pyramid formed beneath the impact site which penetrated into the interior

in a manner similar to the Hertzian fracture cones in glass. These

cha racteristics are illustrated for typical impacts in Figures 26 to 30.

The inter ior d imensions of the square fracture patterns generally

ranged from .125 to .30 nun and the outer limit of the ring diameter from

1 to 2 nun. Examination of the rings under polarized light revealed a

_  _ _  -
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Figure 26. 1 mm nylon bead impact on (001) CaF2 at 675 m/s
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Figure 27. 1 nun nylon bead impact on (001) CaF2 at 760 rn/s
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Figure 2~3. 1 mm ny lon bead impact on (00 1) CaF., at 885 rn/ s .
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0.5 mm
I -~~~~~

Figure 29. Detail of (001) CaF2 impacted with a
1 nun ny lon bead at 835 in/s. 
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Figure 30. Lightly etched cross section of (001) CaF2 impacted

with a 1mm nylon bead at 760 rn/s.
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dif fuse strain field surrounding the interior fracture pyramid with the
greatest Jntensity along the <100> axes. The birefringent illumination

was less intense than that associated with the more localized Vickers

microhardness and 1 mm sapphire bead indentations (Section 3.1.4) . The

interior appeared to be free of birefringent effects.

Application of a light etchant sensitive only to sealed fracture

paths revealed a more dense and circular fracture pattern existed within

the square fracture pattern. These fractures were particularly evident

along the <100> axes. The etchant revealed small microcleavages on the

central surface as shown in Figures 31 and 32. Since these form an

annulus, it is possible they arose from shear forces exerted by the de—

forming nylon bead which are of negligible magnitude for water drop

1mpac ts.~~
8
~ Application of a hydrochloric acid procedure which heavily

over—etched fractures but revealed dislocations indicated the cir—

cumferential fractures were surrounded by a dense array of pits. These

pits appear to originate at ~~~ations analogous to those observed on

rain erosion surfaces These pits probably originated at emerging dis—

loca tions associated with frac ture formation although a contribution

from a frictional shearing action can ’t be ruled out.

The fracture pyramid is best illuminated by its own strain field

as shown in Figure 33 for a partially crossed polarizer setting . Ex-

amination of the ligh tly etched specimen with a condensor stage at
magnific-itions up to 300X and various working distances revealed the

pyramid originated near the innermost limit of the fracture rings. How—

ever , bo th the frac tographic river markings and the absence of etched
surface fractures at the projected point of intersection suggest many of

these fractures originated 5 to 15 ~im below the surface.

Under lower magnifications, the ring appeared to be a coherent

structure which could be traced continuously in any directIon. The in-

ternal pyramidal surface was very rough in comparison with that produced
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Figure 33. Fracture pyramid in (001) CaF2 due to impact with a 1mm

nylon bead at 760 rn/s shown in birefringent illunination .
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by glass indentation with sapphire beads and also the f racture  of cal—
• cium fluoride under flexural loadings.’~

22
~ The large and abrupt misor—

lentations of the fracture facets allow the C 100} and C ill} cleavage
surfaces to accomodate the deviations from the C ll1} orientations: pos-

sibly due in part to the nature of the stress waves generated during
pyramid formation. Along the < 110> axes the structure was composed of

a system of overlapping fan—like C liii cleavage facets, whereas along
the < 100 > axes the structure was modified to include (001) cleavage

facets to accomodate the corners. This central cone penetrated more

deeply than the satellite cleavage fractures.

To investigate the depth profile of the impact damage, cross—sec-

tions were prepared by grinding and polishing into several impacts.

Although the cross—sectioning was generally successful, two problems

could not be resolved. First, there is a possibility that the stresses

associated with embedding and also the fine grinding and rough polishing

steps could cause near surface fractures to break through to the surface .

Second , neither of the reported room temperature dislocation etch proce— 5-

dures nor several compositions explored in this work could form etch

pit rossettes about Vickers microhardness indents on as—polished (001)

CaF2. Consequently , it was necessary to etch with nearly boiling solu-

tions of hydrochloric acid. Although the specimens were slowly cooled ,

an unknown stress cycle is thereby imposed on the fractured specimens.

Measurements of the fracture lengths on both free and embedded speci-

mens indicated fracture length growth generally ranged from unchanged

to 10 percent. This is within experimental error and some extension due

to dissolution would be anticipated .

The surface of the central regions of the etched and lightly

etched sections appeared to be undamaged . The central fracture pyramid

penetrated more deeply than the adjacent cleavage fractures. In Figure

30 the pyramid depth is 350 ~im whereas the deepest adjacent fracture is

63
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180 pm. The crystallographic angle between the (100) and (111) surfaces

is 550  and the following experimental angles can be measured from Figure

30: right—51°(pyramid boundary), 48°, 58°, 61°, and 60° and left—44 °

(pyramid boundary), 41° (split in boundary), 510 , 49° and 57° . The

smaller angles are due to a split in the boundary of the cross—sectioned
pyramid wall on the left hand side (as seen in Figure 30), however such

deviations are not representative of the cone fracture surface. It is

di ff icult to assess the magnitude of the crystallographic influence

since similar angles have been recorded for nylon bead impacts on fine

grained zinc sulfide.~
23
~ Consequently, the crystallographic cleavage

requirements determine the projected geometry of the fracture pyramid

but the penet ra tion angle is also sensitive to the transient stress pro—

f lie. The very limited su p (to depths less than 2 to 3 pm) and the

presence of the fracture pyramid would support the application of a

Hertzian model as a first approximation to the impact damage for water

drops at sufficiently high impact velocities. The significant differ-

ences noted in Section 2.2 between the transient and static stress dis-

tributions for CaF
2 hinder the suggested approach from being a direct

app lication of the Hertzian analysis suitably modified for  anisotropic

materiais.
(24)

The average cone depths for four impacts were measured with an

uncertainty of ± 0.1 nun. A plot of the cone depths as a function of

impact velocity provided a straight—line extrapolation which indicated

that the th reshold velocity for cone formation was approximately 660 ms~~ .
This extrapolation is consistent with highly asymmetric cone structure
at the lowest velocity, 675 ms 1, in which only one side of the pyramid

was well—developed and the opposing side was barely visible. At 885 ms 1

a radial fracture was produced extending several millimeters into the

adjacent material (Figure 28). The velocity range over which pyramidal

fracture surfaces occur has a lower bound of 660 ms ’ and an upper bound

in the vicinity of 885 ms 1. 
•
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3.1.3 Sapphire Bead Impacts

Bot h (001) and (ill) surfaces of calcium fluoride have been im—
*pacted with 1 nun sapphire beads . At the lower velocities the impact

events produced a ring fracture surrounding the impact , shallow crushing

beneath the impact site, and short radial fractures whose traces cor-

responded to the (111) direction. The ring fractures for the (ill) im-

pacts agreed more closely with the anticipated crystallographic geometry

of a hexagon than the impacts on (100) calcium fluoride and on (111)

silicon (Section 3.2.3) as shown in Figure 34. The central crushing

appears t o be a general charact er istic of the sapphire bead impacts

for the materials examined to date; although less crystallographic in

nature it is believed similar to that observed for the cross—sectioned

magnesium oxide (Section 3.3.3).

At the low impact velocities, the impact produced only a slight
concavity within the ring in contrast to the deep impressions under

quasistatic conditions. Etching techniques reveal that the lower

velocity impacts f or both or ientations are surr ounded by a field of

dislocations. These dislocations conform to the anticipated geometry

as shown in Figure 34. Comparison of the birefringent patterns for the
impact and indentation geometries show the impact pattern is less in—

tense and less closely aligned to the crystallographic axes; slip bands
could not be discerned by this technique in the vicinity of the impact

site. This indicates a more diffuse but less coherent plastic defor—

mation surrounds the impact sites in comparison with the indentation

sites. Plastic deformation is not confined to the immediate vicinity

of f rac tures as in the case of ny lon bead impacts and the preliminary
observations of water drop impacts. Slip bands could be readily dis—

*The initial pressure—velocity calibration for the air gun was found to

be in error after completion of most of the sapphire bead impact studies,
so precise velocities can not be stated for the damage modes described
in this report. Although the experimental arrangement is quite satis—

fac tory, the impact velocities were found to be inherently random; so
only rough estimates of the impact velocites can be made at this time .
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Figure 34. 1 nun sapphi re bead impact on (i l l)  CaF2 after dislocation
etching.
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tinguished in the inicrographs of the bead impacts on the (111) orien-

tation but not for  the bead impacts on the (001) orientation .

Further increases in the impact velocity produced fractures and

cavity patterns similar to those observed for rigid bead impacts on the

other materials investigated here. Initially radial fracture extension
occurred along the traces of the {lll} cleavage planes. Tsai and Kolsky~

25
~

had previously noted for ball bearings impacting glass surfaces that

the radial f ractur es were highly symmet r ic with f ractures f orming at

180° apart when two radial fractures are formed and 120° apart when
three radial fractures appear. A similar observation was noted for the

(111) oriented CaF2; three wavy fractures radiated 120° apart on the
surface of the specimen in directions rotated 30° from the crystallo-

graphic axes. All fracture patterns showed a striking symmetry in

fracture length. The extent to which radial fracture extension in this

material can be related to the impact parameters is currently under in-

vestigation.

Increases in impact velocity produced crater formation as de-

scribed by Evans for fine—grained polycrystalline materials~
23
~ . The

intermediate stage is shown in Figure 35 in which one lateral segment

has been ej ected and crushed material beneath the impact axis is re-

vealed at the edge of the crater. The lateral fracture markings suggest

the fractures originated beneath the crushed zone and were bounded by

previously formed radial fracture. This is clearly a relief phase

phenomena. Further increases in velocity would produce craters as de-
scribed in Section 3.2.3. Fractures within the impact rings of the

(111) CaF2 were more obviously crystallographic. Under transmission
illumination , equilateral triangles and hexagonal figures were seen at
various depths. The intersection points of these internal fractures

appeared to initiate the longer radial fractures. Only at the higher

67
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Figure 35. 1 mm sapphire bead impact on (001) CaF2 showing first stage
of material removal.
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velocities could fractures displaying the median vent structure be

distinguished. These penny—shaped fractures passed beneath the inden—

tation site and extended to form long radial fractures along the {lll}

cleavage planes. As the impact velocity was increased further these
5- propagated through the central contact zone just below the surface

crushing zone. Further increases in velocity produce crater structures

and lateral cavities determined by these radial fractures.

3.1.4 Quasistatic Bead Indentations

A specimen of (001) oriented CaF2 
was indented with 1 mm

sapphire and tungsten CE ~ide beads. The indentations generally pro-

duced shallow hemispheriLal cavities with lateral dimensions ranging

from .12 to .25 pm , the smaller dimension characterized indents at the

fracture threshold of 3.6 kg and the larger dimension characterized the

transition to macroscopic fracture propagation. At the larger loadings

the circular symmetry was transformed to yield a rounded square aligned

along the <110> axes consistent with the {loO} <110> slip system active

in the fluorspar structure.(26~
27) Octagonal shapes were also observed

at higher pressures.

Initial fracture formation consisted of a radial fracture of nearly

vertical, half—penny geometry which appeared to originate from the

cavity wall beneath the surface. This radial fracture propagation was

confined to the <100> and <110> axes, although it was surprising that

the <110> fractures did not form smaller angles with respect to the

surface since the {lll) — {100) intersection angle is 55°. The zone of

plastic deformation for all indents extended well beyond the fracture

perimeter as determined by transmission microscopy under polarized il-

lumination. Unfortunately , the specimens were embedded for cross--

sectioning before suitable etching techniques to reveal etch pits were

established for the (001) orientation. The birefringence formed intense

bands closely aligned to the <100> axes and well—defined C 100) slip bands
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could be distinguished in the original photographs at least 30 pm from

the actual impression. Analogous birefringence effects were observed

about the Vickers microhardness indentations. Applications of the fracture

etchant to the indented surface also suggests these vertical fractures

generally originated below the surface and propagated outward and upward.

The second fractures to form were penny—shaped , internal satellites

which originated from both the impression wall and the vertical fracture.

Careful examination revealed no evidence of median vent formation but

such fractures could have formed and essentially resealed during the

indentation cycle.

Application of greater pressure to the indenter produced larger

and more complex fractures as shown in Figure 36. Although no sign of

crushing occurred, a complex pattern of radial and internal penny—

shaped fractures formed (Figure 37). Gradually, the <110> fracture

orientation predominated over the <100> fracture orientation (the {loO}

plane are secondary cleavage orientations in the fluorspar system). For

the largest indents, one or two very large half—penny shaped cracks

would form along the <110> axes suggesting that a median vent had ex—

tended radially from beneath the indenter to form a radial fracture

during unloading. Although the CaF
2 
was transparent , the complexity of

the fracture structure frequently obscured the fractographic details.

However, the median vents were observed to form predominantly along the

<110> direction. These fractures tended to be inclined to the surface

suggesting a compromi~~ between the {lll} orientation and the radial

stress and plasticity effects. The largest applied loads produced

macroscopic radial fractures which dominated the fracture system.

3.2 SILICON

Specimens of (001) oriented Si have been subjected to multiple

water drop impacts and higher velocity nylon bead impacts. Lower velocity

sapphire bead impacts were examined on (111) oriented Si. Crystallo—
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Figure 36. 1 nun sapphire bead indentations on CaF2.
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Figure 37. 1 mm sapphire head indentation on CaF., showing penny—shaped

fracture pronagation on C liii plane .
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graphic fracture initiation is common to all test conditions, however

additional damage modes are found in the rain eroded specimens.

3.2.1 Multiple Water Drop Impacts

The impact conditions employed in the multiple water drop field

were well below the threshold for single drop fracture. The exposed

specimen surface was chemically polished. Exposure of the silicon

specimens resulted In the gradual development of minute pits and hair-

line fractures together with a few large cavities. The individual

erosion structures resembled those observed previously on germanium and

oxide—based glasses at the same and lower veiocities .(i9~
2
~~

Exposure of a silicon specimen to a density of 15 water drop

impacts/cm2 at 257 ms
1 did not produce discernable damage, comparison

of the eroded surface with a replica of the as—received surface revealed

a few isolated polishing digs; these were not enlarged during the brief

exposure. Neither transmission electron microscopy of replicas nor

Nomarski interference contrast provided evidence for small cleavage

fractures. Continued exposure of this surface to a water drop density

of 1000 impacts/cm2 gradually introduced an isolated array of incipient

damage. This damage resembled some of the structures on Ge after ex-

posure to low impact densities at 222 ~~—l(2l) Fractures in Si generally

were propagated over much shorter distances, the damage dimensions were

less uniformly distributed , and the damage density was much lower. This

increased resistance of Si is attributed to its greater fracture strength

and higher quasi—longitudinal wave speed which reduces the duration the

tensile stresses are at their maximum values than for Ge (compare

Figures 16 and 17, 20 and 21 ) .  The increased dispersion in damage di-
mension is attributed to the decreased ratio of impact stress to fracture

strength which confined erosion to the largest surface flaws and the

large flaw dispersions associated with well—polished surface. An ana—

logous trend toward more uniform damage has been observed for a series

b 
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of borosilicate glass specimens subjected to high impact densities as

the impact velocity varied from 132 to 222

Water drop induced fractures propagated in (001) Si via cleavage

along {l ll} planes and along conchoidal paths with no evidence of
secondary cleavage orientations. This fracture response is consistant

with water drop impacts on Ge and existing indentation and particulate

impact fractures reported on both Ge and Si. Cleavage fractures on the

eroded silicon surface were initiated both in the absence and in associa-

tion with small pits and cavities. At this stage for incipient damage,

the mechanistic sequence by which the small pits were formed was not

evident.

The fine cleavage fractures did appear to be preferentially

nucleated from the larger incipient cavity structures as shown in Figure

38. This figure also reveals several isolated fractures, although

these may not be as readily observed on copies of the original micro—

graph. In several instances, the hairline fractures extended up to 1 nun

in length with forks and associated cavities similar to the fracture

structures observed on the rain erosion of soda lime glass.~~
9
~ These

cleavage fractures weakened the surface by introducing large flaws with

sharp tips and provided preferential paths for cavity extension. Exam-

ination of the as-polished surface (including etching) provided no

evidence that significant sized cleavage fractures existed before etching.

Cleavage fractures also formed as compact fracture arrays suggesting the

onset of crushing within the material below the surface. Insufficient

erosion damage had taken place to evaluate whether such sites could

nucleate erosion pits.

U

Although the most severe cavities originated at the sites of

residual polishing digs, nearly all cavities had lateral dimensions

less than 100 pm. Incipient cavities which apparently initiated at

sites free of surface preparation damage are shown in Figures 38 and 39.
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Fi~ ure 38. Scanning electron micro grap h of (001) Si exi osed to ra infield
of 1.8 mm water drops for lflOO irnnacts/cn2 :~t 257 ri/s showing

incipient cleavage fermation .
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100 pm
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Ftgure 39. Scanning electron micrograph of (001) Si exposed to 
rainfield

of 1.8 rn water c1ro’ s fcr 1000 imnacts/Cm2 at 257 rn/s showing

initiTd erosion nit .
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The larger cavities tended to grow through the formation of cleavage

fracture in the central cavities and by formation of shallow lateral

spall cavities and radial fractures. At this stage, localized en-

largement of incipient damage was more important than development of

a fracture network extending across the surface. Consistent with this,

macroscopic views suggested degradation of optical transmittance and

mass loss to be minimal. The mechanisms postulated for damage nuclea-
tion in oxide—based glasses with sparsely distributed residual polishing

digs can account for all the observed cavities.’1~~

Several large arrays of circular damage were observed and the best

defined is shown in Figure 40. These arrays resemble those observed for

single drop impact damage on arsenic trisulfide and borosilicate glasses

with dimensions comparable with single impact damage observed during rain

exposure of lower strength materials .(19) Previous observations on

borosilicate glass and zinc sulfide (Irtran—2) strongly suggested that

there is an impact regime in which the initial impact fractures can

st ructure subsequent impact damage to produce a disjoint but consistent
ring fracture.U9~

2S) 
The fracture arrays on silicon resulted from

impact by anomalously large drops because of theIr low areal density in

comparison with the impact density and the absence of extraneous frac-

ture anticipated for a field of grinding damage.

Further suggestion of one higher intensity impact is provided by

the surrounding cleavage which forms well—defined , inward oriented

ledges as shown in Figure 40. The smaller cracks in the interior have

the opposite ledge orientation suggesting they were formed by different

d rop impacts. The possibility that  random larger drop diameters than
the stated average diameter can be far more damaging suggests that

rotating arm tests may overestimate realistic lifetimes based on a

uniform field of drop sizes. A quantitative estimate of the manner in

which the drop diameter can influence the response of the target material
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Figure 40. (001) Si exposed to rainf ie ld of l.8nun water
drops for 1000 irtpacts/cm2 at 257 rn/s using

Nomarski interference illumination .
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has been described .~~
2
~ The strong dependence of erosive damage on drop

diameter suggests that standard rotating arm tests with well—defined

drop sizes should be supplemented with evaluations of the limits of

drop diameter and impact velocity over which the results of these tests

are meaningful for the stated conditions.

3.2.2 Nylon Bead Impacts

Impact s by 1 mm nylon beads on (001) oriented Si at 915 and 975
ms 1 did not yield well—defined fracture structures . The lower velocity
impact produced a loose circular array of short, wavy cleavage fractures.
Extension of the short circumferential fractures occurred along a tan-
gential rather than a radial orientation into the surrounding material.

The overall fracture structure and the tendency for tangential propa-

gation from the perimeter resembled the more coherent structures pro-

duced by indentation with 1 mm diameter tungsten carbide spheres. The

ring diameter for the nylon bead impact is .25 mm whereas those produced

by a tungsten carbide indenter ranged from .2 mm to .3 mm.

In contrast , the higher velocity nylon bead impact was far more
destructive than lower velocity water drop impacts. In addition to

forming a similar small ring, larger nonconcentric square arrays are

also fo rmed as shown in Figure 41. Some evidence of cavity formation

by lateral outflow can be found in the outer fracture pattern . It is

interesting to contrast this impact with the 885 ms~~ impact on a (001)

CaF2 surface which produced a long radial fracture and associated large

penny—shaped crack. The transient stress distribution appears to be

highly dependent upon the degree of microplasticity within the crystal

under dynamic loading conditions .

Nylon bead impacts on (111) Ge at 730 ms~~ produced a large set

of concentric ring fractures. The central diameter of .25 mm agreed

4
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Figure 41. 1 mm nylon bead impact on (001) Si at 975 rn/s .
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closely with that observed on silicon. However, the germanium fractures

extended beyond a diameter of 3 mm with the fracture lengths increasing

with increasing radial distance.

3.2.3 Sapphire Bead Impacts

A somewhat d i f ferent  ring fracture was observed on (111) oriented
Si specimens for collisions with 1 mm sapphire beads. At low velocities

loose irregular ring fractures formed which span approximately .12 to
.18 mm: a smaller diameter range than observed for quasistatic inden—
tation ring fractures. This damage is also far more complex as shown

in Figure 42. The indentations initially formed a coherent ring of

cleavage f ractures enclosing a cent ral zone free from damage. The

central zone remained free of damage as larger loads produced nearly co—

herent multiple rings from which cleavage fractures extended predomi-

nantly tangentially into the surrounding material. Spalling occurred

primarily at the larger exterior lateral fracture bounded by these tan— 5-

tential and smaller radial fractures . In contrast, the impact produced

a central depression and fracture .06 to .08 mm in diameter , nonco—

herent rings of damage and irregular fractures, frequent spalling along

the ring perimeter , and numerous irregular radial fractures which pro-
pagated into the surrounding material. The larger central spalls

reveal a broken, fragmented subsurface suggesting complex crushing in

the central region. Increasing the impact velocity of the sapphire

beads produced structures containing a large j agged central crater ,

crystallographic and irregular radial fractures, and lateral vent

cavities. The central interior of the craters frequently contained
trigonal and hexagonal shapes suggesting crystallographic median vents
had formed.
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Figure 42. Scanning electron micrographs of (111) Si
impacted with a 1mm sapphire bead .
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3.3 MAGNESIUM OXIDE

Single crystal specimens of MgO in the (001) orientation have been

subjected to the following impact loadings: multiple water drop impacts

on the rotating arm , higher velocity nylon bead impacts, ‘over velocity
sapphire bead impacts, and quasistatic indentations. The impact condi—

tions employed in the multiple water drop impact tests were well below

the threshold f or single impact fracture. Exposure of as—cleaved sur-

faces resulted in gradual propagation of residual cleavage damage and

the introduction of networks of dislocation loops within the surface lay-

er. Similar dislocation networks have been reported for exposure of
lithium fluoride to methanol drop impacts (29) Exposure of the MgO to

nylon bead impacts at supersonic velocities yielded extensive slip band

formation within the underlying surface layer and a subsurface radial

fracture system. The sapphire bead impact velocities spanned a range

from the introduction of slip band rosettes without associated fracture

to the development of bulk cleavage . A series of quasistatic sapphire

bead indents were also carried out for comparison with the dynamic load-

ing conditions.

3.3.1 Multiple Water Drop Impacts

As—cleaved MgO specimens were exposed to the standard rainfield in

the AFML rotating arm erosion facility at 258 ms ’ for 6 sec (15 impacts

/cm
2
) and for 10 minutes (1000 impacts/cm2). The as—cleaved surfaces

were relatively free of large ledges and other forms of gross damage due

to cleaving. The principal observation from the 6 sec exposure was the

ejection of minute flakes of undercut surface . Application of a dislo—

cation etch to this surface revealed a shallow pattern of microfissures

and residual cleavage damage .
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Continued exposure of the sample to the rainfield produced gradual
erosion as shown in Figure 43 for a 10 minute exposure at 257 ms~~ .

Damage primarily consisted of cavity growth (particularly along cleav-

age ledges) and fracture extension. The relatively short 4 urn extension

contained in Figure 43b is typical. A granular deposit which covered a

large portion of the sample appears to be a reaction product such as a

carbonate or a hydrated oxide formed during the rainfield exposure.

Such formation is probab ly assisted by the removal of a surface film

since it did not form on the unexposed sides of the specimen or on the

6 sec exposure surface. Although Figure 43b was chosen to show both the

granular deposit and the crater growth, the granular patches were ran-

domly distributed rather than selectively connected with the cleavage

craters and ledges. Examination under optical microscopy did not reveal

any underlying networks of fractures or slip bands associated with the

granular deposit. Although a small decrease in optical transmittance

was observed for the layer formation , the erosion rate was too slow
to detect an anticipated acceleration of erosion. It is doubtful that

the layer could afford a protective quality, since adhesion of the micron

sized modules would be less than the cohesion of the substrate and their

projection would expose them to additional stresses, particularly during

lateral outflow.

Exposure of the chemically polished specimen to the standard rain--

field for 6 sec at 257 ms~~ revealed no evidence of erosion damage. Even

after etching damage due to a single impact could not be located due in

part to dislocations introduced during testing, particularly in turning

the specimen over to expose the opposite face. After the 10 minute ex-

posure the chemically polished surface was free of mechanical damage,

although a similar granular deposit as described above covered part of

the surface . The granular deposit tended to run In the thin strips along

the sample which were not influenced by topological features such as polish—

ing pits , polishing hillocks , and polished contours of cleavage ledges . These

I
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latter features also resisted selective attack during the rainfield

exposure.

Application of a dislocation etchan t removed the granular deposit

without evidence of substrate damage , topographic displacement , or

straining as could be detected with optical microscopy : fracture ex—

tension was niminal with the exception of large crystallographic craters
associated with incompletely polished damage . Instead , mechan ical

damage was limited to the extens ion of { 110)45 slip bands to form over—
lapping networks and the formation of minute { 110)

90 
rossettes. A

similar predominance of C 110) 45 slip band formation over C 110)
90 ~< ‘ip

ban d formation has been observed for low load indentations on LiF

crys tals by ny lon spheres ’24
~ . This observation was attributed to the

Hertzian stress distribution which predicts that the subsurface shear

stresses are appreciably greater in the C 110) 45 plane than the (110)90
plane. At this stage of erosion , some minute rossettes containing

C 110) 90 slip planes were observed as shown in Figure 44. These rossettes

are similar to those observed by Narayan who impacted a magnesium oxide

surface with glass beads ranging from .3 to .27um~
30
~. One can speculate

that the low density of these rossettes resulted f rom minute pa r t iculate

contamination in the rotating arm facility. The minute pits associated

wit h these rossettes may contribute nucleation sites for subsequen t
cavity growth. However , it is doubtful these rossettes significantly
influenced the overall erosion rate since much greater embrittlement
would be associated with the large (110)45 slip bands. Examination of

the dislocation profile by etching cleaved cross sections indicated that

a dense band of dislocations was present 5—10 pm beneath the surface

and that few slip bands penetrated deeper than 50 pm.

To elucidate the depth profile, 26pm was removed by a chemical

polishing cycle. This cycle removed many of the small rossettes and a

large fraction of etch pits. Most of the remaining pits were associ—
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for 1000 impacts/cm 2 at 257 rn/s.
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ated with the C 110) 45 slip bands . The next polishing cycle removed an

additional 12 pm. At this depth very few minute rossettes could be
distinguished and the number of slip bands was reduced. Some regions
free of etch pits could be discovered at this depth. The polished led-

ges appeared to be free of any anomalies indicating gentle contours did

not affect the erosion process significantly and that the initial polish

had been effective. A small cleavage cavity which the polish had not

removed vanished at this depth. Unfortunately, the next polish cycle

was conducted with a fresh solution and it removed 100 pm. At this

depth (a total depth of 138 pm) the only erosion feature remaining was

a sparse distribution of C 110)45 slip bands.

The sample was then cleaved twice to obtain the cross—sectional

view shown in Figure 45. The higher magnification views revealed that

a discrete, uniform deformation band did not form underneath the surface. j
Instead much of the underlying s ~rface was free of any dislocation bands;

one band was observed on a cleavage surface which was attributed to

tearing. The back surfaces for the two successful cleavages were re-

markably free from both etch pits and cleavage ledges. In contrast,

coarse grinding of magnesium oxide does produce dense layers of damage~
3
~~.

Instead damage principally consisted of C 110)45 slip bands which ex-
tended as deep as 300 pm in these two cleavage sections. The slip bands

did not form discrete layers but instead a distribution which rapidly

decreased with increasing depth. Damage was nonuniforinly distributed

and seemed to be concentrated in certain regions consistent with densly

etched patches in Figure 45. These areas are apparently associated with

the deepest slip band penetration. C llo}
90 

slip bands were not detected

at the higher magnifications probably due to their sparse distribution.

The etched surface resembles somewhat the lithium fluoride sur—
(29)

face exposed to 100,000 methanol drop impacts . Comparison of the
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two surfaces reveals that both systems primarily underwent formation

and propagation of {llO)
45 

slip bands .

A second specimen was chemically polished and exposed to the same

rainfield conditions for 2500 impacts/cm. This specimen also retained

good transmission characteristics although it also formed a granular

deposit. Etched surface and cross—section views are shown in Figure 46.

Although a greater etch pit density is apparent in the surface view, the

most important effect of the increased exposure is the onset of cavity

formation. Although these are still very small as shown in Figure 46b

the approximate density of l0~ pits/cm
2 
suggests the surface has been

sufficiently embrittled for the rate of cavity erosion to accelerate,

both in individual volume and numerical density . At this stage, most

of these cavities are very shallow (10 pm) although some larger and •

presumably deeper cavities were observed . Note the cavity appears to

have initiated a slit fracture which penetrated an additional 10 urn

along an underlying {ll0}45 slip band . The density of these slip bands

appears to block cleavage fracture. A continuous dislocation layer
2still has not formed despite the high impact density (2,500/cm ). How-

ever, I ii0}~~ slip bands were not detected despite their apparent
appearance on the etched surface.

Damage consequently resulted primarily from increases in slip

band density and dimension (extending to 1 mm depths). However, the

onset of pit formation indicates that this mechanism would become

increasingly important and that measurable optical degradation would

result as a significant fraction of the surface was removed . It Is

clear that the Introduction of a worked structure into the magnesium

oxide surface impairs rather than aids the erosion resistance in this

velocity regime. Although the structure may resist the introduction of

cleavage fracture, it assists the formation and growth of shallow

cavities. The cavity formation may not impair the window strength;

previous work has established it will degrade optical transinittance.~
32
~
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It is suggested similar tests be conducted on irradiated or doped magne-

sium oxide to determine whether a higher yield stress material would

resist the embrit:ling formation of slip bands.

3.3.2 Nylon Bead Impacts

A chemically polished MgO surface was impacted by a 1 nun nylon bead

at 1000 rns
1
. Optical microscopy of the impacted surface revealed rela-

tively little damage as shown in Figure 47. The surface beneath the

nylon contact zone underwent extensive slip along the {l10}45 planes to
form a dense network of slip bands which penetrated 130 jnn beneath the

surface before interruption by the subsurface cleavage fracture. (Figure

48) Minute fractures < 20 pm in length formed along one side and corner

within the contact zone. Since these fractures occurred near the depos—

ited nylon, they probably were formed along the slip bands by the shear

forces associated with the collapse of the nylon bead . Beyond the con-

tact axis, intense slip bands formed along the {llO}90 ~ .n the

vicinity of the subsurface radial fractures. These fe are shown

more clearly in Figure 49 after cleaving through the impact center and

exposing the cleaved surface to a dislocation etchant. It may be spec-

ulated that the sequence of responses began with the extensive formation

of slip bands beneath the contact zone, that this deformation generated

sufficient stress to initiate the sub—surface cleavage, and that prop—

agation of these fractures generated the surrounding slip bands which

occurred only near the cleavage fractures.

The subsurface fracture is particularly important because it intro—

duces large fractures along three orthogonal axes. The central cleavage

plane shown in Figure 49 passes through the central axis of the sub-

surface fracture but does not include the entire fracture. The

subsurface fracture is inclined approximately 4° to the sectioning face

and the remainder extends beneath the matching cleavage surface. Mark—
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ings on the fracture system indicate very rapid propagation from a corn—

• mon origin along the three cleavage axes. The portion of the fracture

front which formed the penny—shaped arc between these axes is much closer

to a plane surface (not shown in these micrographs) indicating a slower

propagation rate.

Application of a dislocation etch to the cross—section revealed a

zone of intense slip above the cleavage figure, described above, and

bands of dislocations surrounding the fracture figure (some of the latter

may have resulted from sectioning cleavage). Approximately 25 jim of the

surface was removed with the chemical polish and the specimen was etched

again. This section revealed bands of dislocations surrounding the

fracture figure did not penetrate very deeply into the bulk. Sequential

polish and etch cycles indicated the subsurface volume adjacent to the

cleavage fracture underwent extensive slip both along the {llO}
90 

and

• {llO}
45 directions. The etch exposed a number of small slit fractures

which initiated along (ll0}45 slip bands and several small satellite

fractures formed independently near the fracture origin.

3.3.3 Sapphire Bead Impacts

Chemically polished MgO surfaces were also subjected to a series

of sapphire bead impacts to provide reference data for the water drop and

nylon bead impacts. 1mm diameter beads were propelled over a

sufficiently large velocity range to explore the fracture sequence.

Below a fracture threshold less than 15 ms
1 
the collision produced ros—

settes of slip bands without fracture as reported previously for rock—

salt crystals.’33~ As for the nylon bead impacts, the contact area is

covered with a dense array of slip bands (Figure 50). Larger {llO}45
sUp bands are located adjacent to the impact site whose surface corn—

ponents extend along the <100> directions and outward into the sur-

rounding material. Another set of (110)90 slip bands also are located
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adjacent to the impact site and extend along the <110> directions.~
33
~

Although the fllO}
90 slip bands appear longer at the surface, these radi—

ate outward from the impact center. Penetration studies by sequential

• polishing and etching on cleaved cross—sections show the [110)45 slip
bands are larger and penetrate more deeply at all velocities. Previous

workers have also shown that the slip bands are composed of dislocation

loops such that the upper surface intersects the screw components of

the {llO}45 loops and ..he edge components of the {1lo}~~ loops.~
34
~

Consequently , the former slip bands form height discontinuities whereas

the latter can only be detected by their inherent stresses.

Above the threshold, the initial fracture is a lateral cleavage

fracture on the (001) surface approximately 10 to 25 urn below the speci-

men ’s surface. It is assumed this fracture forms during the relief

phase. At higher velocities, the subsurface fracture propagates down—

ward along {ll0}4~ fracture surfaces. The deepest penetration occurs

along the <110> directions. New (001) lateral fractures tend to form

instead along the <100> directions. The formation of these initial

fractures does not appear to perturb the impact event. It has been

observed that the initial fracture formation does not influence the

rebound velocity for rigid bead impacts on g1ass.”25~

The impact velocities required to initiate surface fracture pro-

duce a prominent network of precursor subsurface fractures. Consistent

with this, the initial surface fractures adopt several forms: radial

<110> extension outward from the contact area, circumferential <110>

extension adjacent to the contact area, and <100> extension above the

outer edge of a lateral fracture. In all forms, the surface fracture

is part of a {loo} or a (110)90 fracture which propagated from the sub—
surface network. It is interesting that the stress gradient in the

impact surfaces may be either circumferential or radial. Inspection of

the surface with Nomarski interference contrast reveals only the slip

1• 
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band discontinuities but not a central depression . The transmission

view in Figure 50a shows several vertical fractures which propagated

toward but did not reach the surface. The well—defined central lat-

eral fracture is characteristic of sapphire bead impacts.

These fractures are confined within the volume of the rossette of

slip bands. For the nylon bead impacts onto MgO, nearly all fractures

are crystallographic aligning along the (110) slip bands or the {lOO}

cleavage planes. Although fractures often initiate as slit fractures

along slip bands, the large {llO} fractures tend to propagate in the

spaces between prominent slip bands where there is the lowest disloca-

tion density and correspondently the least resistance. As the impact

velocity is increased , the circumferential fractures tend to form an

ellipse ar he impact site with prominent radial extensions along

the cel ~10> rossette arms. The subsurface systems also increase

in si •~/LeX ity.

Further increases in velocity beyond the threshold levels produce

a well—defined hemispherical cavity underlain by extensive subsurface

fracture as shown in the scanning electron micrographs in Figures 51

and 52. Material is displaced to form an upraised rim surrounding the

crater. The (110)45 slip bands which contribute to this displacement

are clearly shown in these figures. The widest surface fractures

extend radially along the center of the <110> rossette arms . These

fractures result from the displacement stresses and extend to the limit

of the (110)45 slip arrays. Less favorably oriented fractures tend to

propagate erratically over much shorter patterns than the principal

fracture. The contrast produced by these secondary radial fractures sug—

gests the <110> rim sides are raised higher than the <110> corners so

that discrete steps are formed at fracture openings. The difficulty for

fracture propagation through prominent slip bands is clearly illustrated

by the displacement of some of the principal radial fractures.
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Figure 51. Scanning electron micrographs of (001) MgO impacted with

a 1mm sapphire bead .

(a) General overview of impact impression

(b) Detail of fracture arresting slip bands
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Additional increases in the impact velocity produce bulk cleavage

in which cleavage fractures initiate from a point below the contact

area and propagate radially outward along the (loG) axes and down into
the sample. Figure 53 shows the cross section of an impact near the

contact zone illustrating the extensive formation of lateral fracture

and also the source of the catastrophic cleavages approximately 100 pm

below the surface. No defects are visible (or anticipated\ so it is

assumed failure initiated by a plasticity assisted mechanism . Slit

fractures aligned along the (110)45 traces are readily apparent in Figure

53b located lower on the cleavage surface.

A fracture and slip structure is illustrated in Figures 54 and 55

for the higher velocity impacts. The plasticity zone clearly surrounds

the fracture system. Microscopy views into the interior from both ~~
top and cross—sectional planes indicate that the greatest strain is

associated with the prominent {iio} slip bands and that these bands
arrest fracture propagation . Fractures tend to initiate along crystal-

lographic planes , particularly slit fractures associated with {llO}

slip bands , and to a lesser extent at discontinulties such as hackle

leages. Since the fracture geometries are controlled by the slip bands,

it is assumed that slip occurred during the compression phase and pre—

ceeded fracture. The fracture structure does not establish when most

of the fracture occurred. The fracture structure does indicate, how-

ever, that the large lateral (001) fractures which radiate outward are

the last to form and occur during the relief phase.

3.3.4 Quasistatic Indentations

A limited series of quasistatic indentations with sapphire beads

was undertaken for comparison with the bead impacts. Below the frac-

ture threshold similar rossettes of slip bands were formed although

contact areas were better defined. Again glide extended further for
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the screw components on the (110)
45 

planes than the edge components of

• the dislocations along the (110)
90 planes. Fracture initiation for

this case was entirely different, beginning at the surface with circum—

• ferential <110> slit fractures. Sequential polish and etch procedures

revealed these fractures were shallow, <15 pm in depth , and originated

at the intersection of prominent slip planes as shown by Argon and Or—

owan for uniform compressive 1oadlng .~
35
~ Initiation of fracture as

radial <110> crack propagation in the rossette arms was observed for

Vicker’s indentation geometry as previously reported but is not the
(34)initiation mechanism for spherical indentation . Although the

initial fracture geometry f or spherical indentation is consistent with

that anticipated for a Hertzian stress distribution , this distribution

may not provide a valid approximation to indentation in the rock salt

structure. Previous work has established that the dislocation config-

uration displaces material radially outward within the <110> rossette

arms so that the plasticity response during compression would also

establish the radial stress field to initiate fractures during the
(34)relief phase.

Increases in the indentation pressure produced more complicated

surface and subsurface fracture patterns . Fracture conformed to cry—

stallographic orientations and remained confined to the zone of plastic

deformation . Comparing the quasistatic and impact fracture patterns ,

the encompassment by the slip band rossette, the confinement of fracture

to the {llO} and (100) planes, and the fracture pattern symmetry were

similar. However, the fracture systems differ significantly . A well—

defined crater is not formed by the indentation. The lateral fractures

are much smaller and less important, the volume of fractured material

also appears to be much smaller , and cleavage fractures into the bulk

material were not observed for spherical indentations.
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3.4 SAPPHIRE

Sapphire specimens were subjected to nylon and sapphire bead im-

pacts. The nylon bead impacts produced rings of discontinuous fractures

on both the 0° and 900 oriented surfaces. In contrast, the sapphire

bead impacts yielded star—shaped fractures and cavities.

Nylon bead impact on (0001) sapphire yielded a hexagonal ring

structures analogous to that reported for impact by cylindrical water

jets.~~
6
~ Assignment of the fracture orientations as the (1010) planes rwas confirmed by comparison with Laue diffraction images . The central

zone enclosed within the ring was free of fracture .

Nylon bead impacts on (1210) sapphire generally yielded elliptical

rings of discontinuous fractures. This result was not anticiapted since

impact on (1010) sapphire by cylindrical water jet had yielded two

large parallel fractures which were attributed to fracture along the

two internal (1010) p1anes.~
36
~ The long axes of the fracture struc-

tures were aligned parallel to the traces of the (10101 planes perpen-

dicular to the specimen ’s surface. Well—defined fractures were also

observed nearly perpendicular to this axis which are not well—under-

stood . There appears to be a small inclination to the traces of these

fractures, forming approximately an 80° angle to the major axis. It

is not clear whether they propagated along a path just off the basal

plane (which resists preferential cleavage in the cantilever beam con-

figuration) or propagated along a high index plane. Two other fracture

trace orientations were observed at approximately 30° and 650 which

can be reconciled with activation of the {1012) rhonibehedral planes.

This orientation has been previously identified for a bent beam test
(37)

configuration.

Figure 56 illustrates an elliptical fracture pattern and the cry—

stallographic fracture structure. Although surface polarization effects
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Figure 56. 1 mm nylon bead impacts on (l~lO) oriented sapphire .
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restricted the effectiveness of Nomarski interference contrast, none of

the optical and electron microscopy techniques revealed evidence of

scratch—assisted fracture. The ring fractures tended to be discrete so

that the conical fractures penetrating the interior were created by the

overlap pattern of many discrete planer fractures rather than having the

coherent cone structure observed for CaF2. The subsurface fractures

were characterized by heavy hackle markings and generally radiated from

a point rather than along a line. The central diameter of .4 to .6 mm

were somewhat larger than the inner diameters on CaF2, Ge, and Si.

These observations may result from the higher fracture stress for sap-

phire. This coupled with the more rapid stress wave velocities for

sapphire would support the conjecture that the highest probability for

fracture initiation would be at points of weakness on and near the sur-

face. A plausible source of such weaknesses would be surface grinding

f laws identified in the surface finishing of sapph1re.~
38
~

Preliminary study of rainfield erosion showed prolonged exposure

at subsonic velocities produced a field of isolated minute pits rather

than the surface fractures and lateral relief cavities observed on most

brittle crystals and glasses. Water drop or nylon bead impacts on flame

polished specimens (courtesy of P. Becher, NRL) are scheduled in order

to explore the potential degree of fracture suppression .

1 mm sapphire bead impacts on (0001) sapphire surfaces produced

complex star—shaped fractures. At the lower velocity, 165 ms ’, the

radial fractures preferentially propagated along the (1010) orientations

and secondarily along noncrystallographic orientations (and possibly

[1210) orientations). A higher velocity impact at 260 ms
1 
produced a

large crater. This process was similar to crater formation in CaF2 but

was unlike Si for which the craters were produced by the ejection of a

crushed and broken central core. The cavity in sapphire formed by a

lateral spall mechanism bounded by the radial fractures.
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4.0 SUMMARY

The general features of water drop and solid particle impacts

have been considered in terms of relatively simple analytical models.

• The least restrictive but still meaningful equivalence criteria were

established for comparing the two impact loading conditions: equal

average pressures and equal contact radii. It was found that very low

velocity solid bead impacts, less than 20 ma
1
, are equivalent (in the

non—restrictive sense) to 1.8 mm water drop impacts in excess of 1000 ma ’.

However the time required for a water drop and equivalent solid particle

impact condition to reach the same contact radius is more than an order of

magnitude to in excess of two orders of magnitude larger for glass and

sapphire bead impacts. In general it is not possible to satisfy all of

the necessary equivalence criteria for solid bead and water drop impacts.

The analytical idealizations used for water drops and hard solid beads

should be representative of the physical impact conditions. The appli—

cation of these idealizations to nylon beads is not straight—forward

and requires further consideration.

In addition to the differences In the rate of loading reflected

In the temporal and spatial development of the interfacial pressures

for water drop and solid bead impacts on deformable targets, the water
drop also has the capacity for lateral outflow jetting and hydraulic

penetration into minute surface cracks (as described in the Introduction)

which further differentiates the nature of the modes of damage associated

with liquid drop impingement from rounded solid particle collisions.

The ETI liquid drop impact facility (described in Section 2.1) is

• being used to understand the damage modes due to liquid drop impinge-
ment , while an air gun and an exploding wire particle accelerating

facility are being used to obtain hard and soft solid bead impacts on

crystalline materials for detailed microscopic examination of the damage

modes for these localized impact conditions. Water drop impact damage

on crystalline materials will be analyzed In a future report; only water

drop impact conditions below the threshold for coherent fracture forma-
tions have been considered here .
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Solid particle damage on CaF
2 depended on the loading rate and

bead composition. Quasistatic indentation produced a hemispherical

cavity surrounded by slip bands and a zone of plastic deformation.

Fracture originated at the periphery of this cavity and propagated

primarily along the (111) planes and secondarily along the (100)

planes. Impact by sapphire beads resulted in a slight depression

surrounded by a ring fracture and radial fractures. Extensive crushing

occurred beneath the contact zone. Slip bands were not observed and

the surrounding birefringence pattern was more diffuse than that sur-

rounding the quasistatic Indentations. Lateral, radial, and vent

fractures all propagated along the {lll} plane for impact on the (ill)

surface; fracture on the (001) plane was not as crystallographic. Im-

pact by nylon beads produced a damage free zone surrounded by a geo-

metrical array of circumferential fractures aligned along the {lll}

cleavage planes. A coherent pyramidal fracture surrounding the contact

zone penetrated into the interior analogous to the conical fractures

observed in glass for quasistatic indentations. An array of shallower

cleavage fractures extended to radial distances beyond the dominant

pyramid. Ultimately all the loading conditions for (001) CaF
2 

pro-

duced predominant single or multiple penny—shaped fractures radiating

outward from the contact zone in the <110> directions and tending to

lie along {lll) planes. As described above however the events pre—

ceding the full development of this fracture system are quite distinct

for each loading system.

Crystallographic fracture initiation was common to all test con-

ditions for silicon. Isolated coherent fracture clusters are seen on

the surface of (001) oriented Si in a multiple water drop environment.

These fracture arrays are attributed to impact by a limited number of

anomalously large drops in the general drop size distribution because

of their low areal density in comparison with the impact density and the
absence of extraneous fracture anticipated for a field of grinding damage.
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The strong dependence of erosive damage on drop diameter suggests that

standard rotating arm tests with well—defined drop sizes should be

supplemented with evaluations of the limits of drop diameter and impact

velocity over which the results of these tests are meaningful for the

stated conditions. Well controlled and monitored single water drop

impact experiments can certainly make a significant contribution to

identifying the range of critical impact conditions for the onset of damage.

Comparison of the sapphire quasistatic bead indentation and

bead impact fracture patterns in MgO indicates the encompassment by

the slip band rosette, the confinement of fracture to the {llO} and

(100) planes, and the fracture pattern symmetry were similar. A well—

defined crater is not formed by the indentation. The lateral fractures

are much smaller and less important, the volume of fractured material

also appears to be much smaller, and cleavage fractures into the bulk

material were not observed for spherical bead indentations. Nylon bead

impacts produce a different damage structure. Surface fracture is

minimal, confined to minute cleavage fractures resulting from inter—

facial shear within the contact zone. At 1000 ms~~the impact stress

level was sufficient to initiate two orthogonal subsurface cleavage

figures containing the [001] axis passing through the center of impact

and lying essentially in the (100) and (010) planes. Additional slip

was evident along the periphery of these half penny—shaped arcs.

•
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